
Payir Conference Call 

Date: 8th April 2012 

Attendees: Senthil (Payir), Ajoy, Lokendra 

A brief introduction about Payir and update 

 Bring changes in rural India 

 Since 7 years. The health program covers 6 villages and the intervention program covers 7 

panchayat schools 

 Income generation through Payir Innovations (BPO, software development); other sources in 

pipeline 

 Platform to build skills for locals; venture capital generation for local businessmen 

 Watershed development to preserve rainwater. It encompasses multiple things like forest 

regeneration, desilting etc. Ajoy mentioned that AID does “Bund” development 

 More ways to interact with Panchayat and be a part of it 

 

Q and A (Updates and Budget) 

 

Q) Why is there a reduction in the budget? 

Senthil: There is a lot of interest generated in local and domestic donors. Individual donors can help 

cover specific event. In such a case we are looking for longer commitments like 6 months or so (for both 

the NFE and intervention program). For e.g. nutrition and snacks for NFE, donation for specific study 

materials etc. However, it is difficult to get support for salary etc as we would like Asha to support that 

part. Also, we could not spend the money completely on field trips. And we could complete only 2 of the 

4 teacher training programs. 

 

Q) What are the training programs and what are their purposes? Who conducts the program 

and what was the experience of the teachers like? 

Senthil: There are organizations with similar ideology to Payir. Teachers can use help on questions like, 

“how to use storytelling for teaching” or “how do you understand the basic child psychology” or “How 

do you teach moral values” etc. The program is conducted by Vidyabalam (Comibatore) and another one 

by AID India. The trainer comes to Thennur. Other projects who want to get their teachers trained also 

send their teachers and share the costs. 



It was a good experience. There was a change in attitude of teachers. A lot of thought goes in the 

organization of the program and it works on feedback. 

 

Q) A part of budget was allotted for teaching material and furniture. How was it utilized? 

Senthil: We have enough for the time being. But it needs work. There are some other probable donors 

who might be interested in donating for materials.  

Part of the program for Std. IX and X is being funded by a local cement factory for last 18 months. We 

got Rs. 10 lakhs from the local Rotary club for building a new primary school in Nathakkadu. This money 

was matched by the Tamil Nadu government through a scheme and we have a total of Rs. 26 lakhs for it.  

 

 Q) Please update on the QED program (Payir received $1200 from Asha for Education through its 

Quality of education initiative) 

Senthil: The space for playground is ready. We have another Rs.25,000 for it. The material for 

playground might come from China since its cost effective and good quality. Also, 3 children camps were 

organized (Theatre related to social issues, social activities and small skills like crafts). We were unable 

to do the 4 day trip for children. A 1 day trip was organized for the children from intervention program. 

 

 Q) Please update on NFE program 

Senthil: There are 14 children in the program. The average age is 7 yrs(+). We expect 4-5 children would 

be in the program for a long period 

 

 Q) How are the parents doing? 

Senthil: Parents have it difficult especially with rules and regulations of schooling and private schools 

coming up. 

 

 Q) Please update on the e-learning program 

Senthil: The e-learning program was going good. But we are having massive problems with power 

outages (no power for more than 14 hrs each day) due to bad planning and power politics. Dr. Sitharam 

had suggested that the volunteers/teachers could spend some time on telling the Payir teachers their 

teaching methodologies. 

 

 


